The stability issue emerges as a growing number of diverse power apparatus connecting to the power system. The stability analysis for such power systems is required to adapt to heterogeneity and scalability. This paper derives a local passivity index condition that guarantees the system-wide stability for lossless power systems with interconnected, nonlinear, heterogeneous bus dynamics. Our condition requires each bus dynamics to be output feedback passive with a large enough index w.r.t. a special supply rate. This condition fits for numerous existing models since it only constrains the input-output property rather than the detailed dynamics. Furthermore, for three typical examples of bus dynamics in power systems, we show that this condition can be reached via proper control designs. Simulations on a 3-bus heterogeneous power system verify our results in both lossless and lossy cases. The conservativeness of our condition is also demonstrated, as well as the impact on transient stability. It shows that our condition is quite tight and a larger index benefits transient stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional power grids mainly consist of centralized synchronous generators (SGs). However, with the concern of the environment and the advancement of renewable energy technologies, the dynamical components in power systems are becoming heterogeneous. Moreover, with the development of micro-grid, numerous distributed energy resources are connected to the network in a decentralized manner [1] . The power system is transferring from a centralized homogeneous generation to a decentralized heterogeneous mode. One major challenge in such power systems is the system-wide stability analysis. In this paper, we aim to derive a localized condition to ensure the system-wide stability with special concerns about heterogeneity and scalability.
Traditionally, the stability is assessed by time-domain simulation [2] , eigenvalue analysis [3] , and direct methods [4] , all of which are from the centralized perspective. These methods may fail in decentralized heterogeneous power systems due to the computational burden, communication failures, and privacy concerns [5] , [6] . Thus, researchers turn to develop distributed stability analytics for power systems.
One approach is based on decomposition of system Jacobian matrix, such as re-constructing the system-wide Jacobian matrix at each agent [7] , abstracting the interconnection part [8] , and regarding the effect of interconnection as disturbance [9] . However, this approach is limited to linear dynamics and small-signal stability. Other approaches include using linear matrix inequalities [10] , sum-of-square technique and vector Lyapunov functions [11] . These computation-based methods overlook the structure property of the network and, more importantly, may still suffer from the computational burden.
A more favorable approach is based on the concept of passivity and dissipativity. This concept has been one of the cornerstones of nonlinear control theory since the 1970s and is widely used in the study of interconnected dynamical systems [12] , [13] . In the literature of power systems, it is usually combined with the port-Hamiltonian system framework [14] to study the problem of stability [15] , [16] and controller design [17] , [18] . However, in these works, the network is either assumed to be dissipative [16] , [18] or is analyzed centrally [15] . Another useful concept is the passivity index, which can be extended to more general cases for both passive and non-passive systems [19] , [20] . Passivity index quantifies the excess or shortage of passivity of a dynamical system. And the shortage can be compensated by the excess of another interconnected system to enforce the closed-loop stability [19] .
In this paper, we further adopt the passivity index to the case where the supply rate has differential at one port. Leveraging this specialized concept, a distributed condition for power devices in the network is proposed to ensure the system-wide stability. The salient features of our condition are threefold:
• The passivity index of individual bus dynamics can be examined locally, which empowers scalable stability analytics of power systems. • It is built on the input-output property rather than the detailed dynamical model, which is adaptable to heterogeneous nonlinear bus dynamics. • It motivates an easy way to adjust the parameters of existing controllers locally to meet the stability condition without redesign. For three specific dynamical models, viz. synchronous generator, conventional and quadratic droop-controlled inverters, we show the desired excess of passivity can be obtained via proper control settings. The result is illustrated and verified by a 3-bus power system simulation.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATIONS
Consider a network-reduced power system composed of n buses and transmission lines connecting them. It can be abstracted as an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of buses and E is the set of lines. Each bus in G is associated with a phasor voltage V i ∠θ i and a complex power
is the magnitude, θ i ∈ R is the phase angle, P i ∈ R and Q i ∈ R is the real and reactive power injection, respectively.
A. Modeling Bus Dynamics
We assume each bus in G is attached to a dynamical power device, including synchronous machine and inverterinterfaced power source or load. We generally call them bus dynamics as they determine a dynamical relation between V i , θ i and P i , Q i .
We consider a generic input-output model for bus dynamics as follows.
is the state variable of bus dynamics i, and ξ i ∈ X i is the auxiliary state variable which includes the heterogeneous dynamics of each component. The input is the power injection at the bus
is a continuously differentiable function. Note that the choice of output signal h i is actually free, and we specifically select it as θ i and V i here for the simplicity of analysis. The generic model (1) covers many existing dynamical models in power systems, such as classical synchronous machine [18] , inverter-interfaced power devices [8] , [21] , [22] , and load with frequency and voltage response [23] . Examples of the generic model (1) are presented in Section IV.
B. Modeling the Network
Transmission lines are represented by the standard admittance matrix Y = G+jB. The power flow balance equations at each bus i ∈ V are given as follows.
where N i is the set of nodes who are adjacent to node i, B ij and G ij are elements in the admittance matrix. For simplicity, we make the following assumption in this paper.
Assumption 1. The power network is lossless, i.e. the conductance matrix G = 0 n×n . Remark 1. Assumption 1 is reasonable for the resistance is much smaller than the inductance in high-voltage transmis-sion lines. And it is a common assumption in the context of power system stability research [4] , [15] , [18] , [24] .
Let y =: (θ 1 , . . . , θ n , V 1 , . . . , V n ) T and u =: (P 1 , . . . , P n , Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) T . The network model (2) is a mapping from y to u and can be re-written in a compact form as follows.
C. Modeling the Entire System
Combining all bus dynamics (1) and the network equation (3), the overall system can be formulated in a compact form as follows.
The overall system can be further represented as an inputoutput feedback interconnection between the network and every bus dynamics as shown in Fig. 1 . 
Note that by (1) and (2) the map from x * to u * , y * is one-toone. We denote by (u * , x * , y * ) the input-state-output triplet associated with the equilibrium x * .
We now introduce the classical definitions of dissipativity and passivity index, which will be extended in the ensuing section. Consider a general nonlinear dynamical system Σ :
where x ∈ X and u ∈ U .
Definition 2 (Dissipativity and passivity [19] ). System Σ is said to be dissipative w.r.t. supply rate w(t) if there exists a non-negative real continuously differentiable function S(x), called the storage function, such that, for all x 0 ∈ X and
If w(t) = u T y, and S(0) = 0, then Σ is said to be passive.
Definition 3 (Output feedback passivity [19] ). System Σ : u → y is said to be output feedback passive (OFP) if it is dissipative with respect to supply rate w(u, y) = u T y−σy T y for some σ ∈ R, denoted as OFP(σ).
The real number σ quantifies the excess or shortage of passivity of system Σ and is referred to as passivity index. A positive σ indicates excess of passivity while a negative σ indicates shortage [19] . In this paper, we extend this concept to analyze the passivity structure of power systems with interconnected heterogeneous bus dynamics.
III. DISTRIBUTED STABILITY CONDITION INDUCED BY PASSIVITY INDEX
In this section, we first specialized the supply rate w with differential at one port. Then by quantifying the shortage of passivity of the power network, a distributed passivity index condition is derived for each bus dynamics to ensure the system-wide stability.
As the equilibrium of power system (4) is generally nonzero, we define the incremental supply rate with respect to an (arbitrary) input-state-output triplet (u * , x * , y * ) of (4) as follows.
In terms of input-output pair,
cremental values of input signals, and (θ i ,V i ) are derivatives as the output signals.
Remark 2. Compared with the classical passivity framework, the supply rate (6) is a function of not only u, y but alsoẏ. This form of supply rate is related to the Brayton-Moser formulation [25] , [26] and the power shaping control technique [27] . Differentials at one port rise up when the power, instead of the energy, perspective is adopted for modeling and analysis. The supply rate (6) also appears in the energy flow analysis of power systems [28] .
Definition 4. Dynamical system (1) is said to be OFP(σ) w.r.t. an equilibrium x * i for some σ ∈ R, if there exist a real continuously differentiable storage function S i (x i ) such thaṫ
In terms of Definition 4, a dynamical system H is OFP(σ) if and only if the output feedback systemH with differential at one port, as shown in Fig.2 , is passive in terms of Definition 2 taking r i andỹ i as input and output. Fig. 2 : OFP(σ) of H is equivalent to standard passive ofH.
A. Passivity Index of the Power Network
Consider the following function W N :
All eigenvalues of its Hessian matrix ∇ 2 W N (y) are real since it is real and symmetric. ∇ 2 W N (y) has one zero eigenvalue with eigenvector col(1 n , 0 n ), which is caused by the rotational symmetry of phase angle θ [24] . Denote the minimal non-zero eigenvalue of ∇ 2 W N (y * ) by λ. We will show that λ is the passivity index of the power network.
For any input-state-output triplet (u * , x * , y * ) of (4), we choose the storage function for the network as follows.
where ε > 0 is any positive number and
In some neighborhood of y * , the network storage function S N satisfies S N (y) > 0, ∀y = y * , S N (y * ) = 0 anḋ
The local minimum claim can be proved by the first and second derivative test and (10) is obtained by direct calculation, which is omitted here due to space limit.
Remark 3. Letting ε → 0, Lemma 1 indicates that λ is the passivity index of the power network with a positive definite storage function. Depending on the operation point, λ may be negative or positive, which indicates the network has either shortage or excess of passivity. Our simulation results suggest that the power network suffers from shortage of passivity in most cases while it may have excess of passivity only when the power flow is extremely light.
B. Passivity Index Condition for System-Wide Stability
To guarantee the system-wide stability of equilibrium x * , we propose a distributed condition for each bus dynamics, which relies on the input-output property rather than specific dynamical models, such that the heterogeneity of bus dynamics can be dealt with in unified framework. For each bus dynamics, consider the following condition: Condition C1. The bus dynamics (1) is OFP(σ) in term of Definition 4 for some σ > −λ. And the storage function S i (x i ) has a strict local minimum at the equilibrium x * i . Theorem 2. For any equilibrium x * of (4), if each bus dynamics satisfies Condition C1 then the equilibrium x * is asymptotically stable. Theorem 2 can be proved by justifying W (x) = i∈V S i (x i ) + S N (y) + σ+λ−ε 2 y − y * 2 as a Lyapunov function, which is omitted here due to space limit. Remark 4. When the network has deficit passivity, i.e. λ < 0, Theorem 2 says that if each bus dynamics is capable of compensating the shortage caused by the network, i.e. σ + λ > 0, the interconnected system is ensured to be stable. From the perspective of interconnection, the excess of passivity of each bus dynamics percolates into the network via the electrical interconnection, enforcing the entire system to be passive, hence the system-wide stability is ensured. Theorem 2 bridges the gap between component-wise passivity and system-wise stability, enabling a sufficient condition to justify the system stability in a distributed manner.
IV. PASSIVITY PERCOLATION VIA CONTROL
In this section, we give three typical examples of the generic model (1) , and propose proper control designs such that the bus dynamics is equipped with enough passivity and Condition C1 is met.
A. Synchronous Generators
A typical power device of model (1) is the flux-decay model of SG as follows [18] .
where E qi ∠δ i is the q-axis transient internal voltage. ω i is the frequency derivation. M i is the moment of inertia. D i is the damping coefficient. T di is the q-axis open-circuit transient time constant. x di and x di are the d-axis synchronous reactance and transient reactance, respectively. For a realistic SG, x di > x di . P g i and E f i are control signals, which stand for the power generation and the excitation voltage, respectively. P i and Q i are the output active and reactive power, respectively.
For any given σ ∈ R, we propose the following controller to render SG (11) OFP(σ) in terms of Definition 4 so that Condition C1 is satisfied. Proposition 3. Set the control of (11) as
and E * f i are the steady-state inputs. Then the bus dynamics (11) satisfies Condition C1.
It can be proved by setting the storage function as
and calculate its derivative, which is omitted here.
Remark 5. Note that (12a) is a standard PI controller with the frequency derivation ω i as input, and (12b) is simply a negative feedback. This simple and classical controller is enough to meet Condition C1, which shows a promising potential of our condition for practical applications.
B. Conventional Droop-Controlled Inverters
Another typical bus dynamics of model (1) is the inverterinterfaced device with conventional P − θ and Q − V droop control as follows [8] .
where τ i1 , τ i2 are the time constants and D i1 , D i2 are the droop gains. Note that (13) could be either a source or a load depending on the sign of P * i and Q * i . For this kind of dynamics, we propose a condition on droop gains such that bus dynamics (13) is OFP(σ) and Condition C1 is met.
Then the bus dynamics (13) satisfies Condition C1.
This proposition can be proved by setting the storage function as
, which is omitted here due to space limit.
C. Quadratic Droop-Controlled Inverters
We now consider another typical bus dynamics in the literature, which is known as the quadratic droop controller [22] . Its dynamics can be expressed as follows.
where u * i is a constant satisfying
For this kind of bus dynamics, we have the following proposition for droop gain settings.
Then the bus dynamics (15) satisfies Condition C1.
It can be proved by setting the storage function as S i (x i ) =
which is omitted here. Remark 6. Proposition 4 and 5 both require the droop gains less than certain values, which is consistent with the literature that a too large gain can cause instability [29] .
V. CASE STUDY
Consider a 3-bus power system as shown in Figure 3 . Bus 1 is connected with a SG (11) (12) . Bus 2 is attached to a quadratic droop-controlled inverter (15) . And Bus 3 is connected with a conventional droop-controlled inverter (13) as a load. The parameters of the system are listed in Table I 
A. Passivity Index of the Network
To solve the power flow and obtain the system equilibrium, we set bus 1 as the V θ node, bus 2 as a P V node, and bus 3 as a P Q node. The base load profile is P 2 = 1, P 3 = −1.5, Q 3 = −0.1. In order to the show the characteristics of λ changing with the load, the base profile is multiplied by a scale factor s, from 0.5 to 2.5, to simulate different load conditions. The corresponding passivity index λ is calculated for each s. The result is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 shows that the power network has shortage of passivity and its index decreases as the loads scale up. It implies that the stability margin deteriorates as loads increase, and bus dynamics should support more passivity to maintain system-wide stability.
B. Small-Signal Stability Verification and Tightness
We set the controls according to Proposition 3-5 such that every bus dynamics is OFP(σ). Theorem 2 affirms that if every bus satisfies σ > −λ then the system-wide stability is guaranteed. To verify this claim and illustrate the tightness, for each scale factor s, we set σ = −λ + ρ where ρ rangers from −1 to 1. Then, for each pair of (s, σ) we calculate eigenvalues of the system-wide Jacobian matrix. If all eigenvalues have negative real parts, the system is small-signal stable and the point (s, σ) is colored in green. Otherwise, the system is unstable and the point (s, σ) is colored in red. The results are shown in Fig. 5 for both lossless and lossy cases. It is clear, in the lossless situation, the system-wide stability is always guaranteed if every bus obeys σ > −λ, which justifies Theorem 2. Note that the upper fringe of the red area indicates the exact minimal σ to ensure system-wide stability. Fig. 5(a) suggests our condition is almost necessary for lossless case. It is worth mentioning that when the σ of one/two bus dynamics is fixed at the marginal value −λ, and the other two/one buses vary σ = −λ + ρ, the same result appears as Fig. 5(a) , which means any violation of Condition C1 could cause instability.
A slightly different result arises in the lossy case as shown in Fig. 5(b) , where a little larger σ is in need to induce system-wide stability when the system is heavily loaded. It also implies the existence of transfer conductance may undermine the system stability.
C. Transient Stability Tests
In this subsection, we illustrate the relation between passivity index and the system-wide transient stability. Consider the base load profile, i.e. s = 1. A three-phase short circuit fault occurs at Bus 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For each fault, we set the passivity index of bus dynamics at σ = −λ, σ = −λ + 1, and σ = −λ + 2 in turn. For each case, the critical clearing time (CCT) is calculated via numerical simulation. The results of lossless and lossy system are shown in Table II and III, receptively. It is clear that a larger σ results in a larger CCT, which implies that the more passivity provided by bus dynamics, the more stable the system is.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have derived a passivity index condition to guarantee the stability of lossless power systems with interconnected nonlinear heterogeneous bus dynamics. It is proved that if each bus dynamics is output feedback passive with a large enough passivity index, the system-wide stability can be ensured. Moreover, for three typical dynamical models, we have shown that the excess of passivity can be obtained via proper control settings. The theoretical result is verified by simulations of a rudimentary 3-bus power system. It is noticed that the proposed condition is quite tight and can still be valid when the resistance in transmission lines is considered. It also implies that a larger index is beneficial to transient stability.
The implication of this work includes a new approach to assess the system-wide stability in a distributed manner. The proposed condition is adaptable to nonlinear heterogeneous models, since it relies only on the input-output property. Moreover, as indicated in Section IV, the condition could serve as a scalable criterion and motivates controller designs for a diversity of existing models.
